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May 1, 2012 

In Focus: Northern Mali and the Humanitarian-Security Nexus 

by Erin Foster-Bowser 
 

Over the course of the last three and a half months Mali has experienced the rise of a separatist 

movement in northern Mali, a coup by military officers, the growth of armed Islamist and Arab 

groups, the self-declared independence of Azawad in northern Mali, and the displacement of hun-

dreds of thousands of Malians within the country and the region. All this at a time of drought and 

food insecurity, according to a timeline issued by Reuters and an update from the United Nations 

Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). 
 

Conflict escalated in northern Mali on 17 Jan-

uary 2012 when the National Movement for 

the Liberation of Azawad (MNLA) launched 

an offensive to gain control of northern Mali, 

an area they call Azawad and Tuaregs consider 

their ancestral land. Their offensive peaked 

during the Malian military coup on 22 March, 

according to Human Rights Watch. Armed 

groups took control of the three northern re-

gions of Kidal (30 March), Gao (31 March) 

and Timbuktu (01 April) by forging what is 

being termed, a loose alliance of the Tuareg-

led MNLA, the armed Islamist group Ansar 

Dine and various local Arab militias. Howev-

er, the alliance seems tenuous as there appears 

to be a power struggle between the MNLA,                                                    

al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) and other armed Islamist  (continued on page 10)

 

Population Movement in the Sahel 

Source: Le Monde—diplomatique 
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Eritrea 

On 28 April, President Isaias Afewerki made an appearance on the state run EriTV, saying he is in “robust health”, reports Global 

Post. Rumours of the president’s ailing health surfaced after he failed to make his regular TV appearance. BBC states that, according 

to social media websites as well as numerous opposition sites, Afewerki has not been on TV for about a month. The Eritrean govern-

ment accused the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) for spreading the rumours. 

 

Ethiopia 

According to Ethiopian News Agency (ENA), on 28 April five people were killed and eight wounded during an armed attack in Gam-

bella state. The victims are employed by Saudi Star Agricultural Business, an organisation working on agricultural development. The 

attack occurred five kilometres from their headquarters, on a construction site where they are building an irrigation canal.  

 

ENA reports that the Oromia Agriculture Research Institute is undertaking 772 research projects in the current budget year, mainly on 

crop, livestock and natural resource development. The institute said they were able to improve crop varieties and released 23 “high 

yielding and drought resistant” varieties. Compared to last year, production has doubled.  

 

Delayed rainfall in Ethiopia this year has impacted coffee exports, according to Reuters. Fifteen million smallholder farmers grow 

coffee and due to late rains, supply is overdue to the market. There are only four months left before the end of the growing season 

and the harvest is expected to fall short of its projected production figures. Ethiopia’s coffee exports had reached a record high in 

2010/2011. The International Coffee Organisation (ICO) has lowered its forecast for Ethiopia’s crop from 9.8 million bags to 8.2 

million for 2012. 

 

Dollo Ado, a refugee camp in southern Ethiopia, has been hit hard by rain, states 

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Despite UN-

HCR’s initiative to distribute thousands of plastic sheets in various camps to pre-

vent damage, 700 tents were affected in Dollo Ado. In addition, the rain has flood-

ed the road to Hilaweyn, causing delays in the delivery of supplies, including wa-

ter. The Dollo Ado camp has received an average of 450 Somali refugees per 

week, and 8,500 this year alone. There are five other refugee camps in the region 

that together house more than 150,000 people. Somalis continue to flee due to 

insecurity and heavy fighting and recently, over fear of possible forced recruitment 

or military conscription. In the past, al Shabaab and the Transitional Federal Gov-

ernment (TFG) have been accused of recruiting young men for their cause, accord-

ing to Somalia Report. 

 

Ethiopia and South Africa held their second Joint Ministerial Commission meeting 

in Addis Ababa, reports WIC. The two countries had entered into several bilateral 

agreements over the past 18 years, focusing on political, economic and social inter-

actions. During their meeting, officials reviewed coordination mechanisms and looked at collaborating in other sectors, such as trade, 

investment, education, transport and tourism. The Ethiopian diaspora in South Africa comprises an estimated 80,000 people.  

 

Kenya 

Reuters reports that on 29 April, a grenade attack at a church in Nairobi killed one and wounded 16 Christian worshippers. A man 

had entered the church and threw the grenade before escaping into a residential area. The Kenyan government claims al Shabaab is 

responsible for the attack. There have been similar attacks in the country in the past, and the militant group had threatened to attack 

targets in Kenya after Kenyan troops crossed the border into southern Somalia last year.  

 

UNHCR informs that the Dadaab refugee complex, located in north-eastern Kenya, has been impacted by the April rainfall. UNHCR 

and partners are working on a disaster management plan in the event of possible floods and have started to distribute insecticide-

treated mosquito nets due to concerns that malaria cases may ensue. Over the next several weeks, a total of 220,000 nets are expected 

to be handed out. Currently, the Dadaab complex hosts 460,000 refugees, most of them from Somalia.  

 

Kenya’s Kakuma refugee camp near the South Sudanese border is currently hosting 94,000 people and has the capacity for 100,000 

refugees, reports Reuters. The camp is expected to reach capacity within the next few months, as there are about 100 refugees arriv-

ing from South Sudan daily. In order to prepare for an influx of people fleeing the Sudan and South Sudan border violence (see 

Dollo Ado Camp 

Source: UNHCR 
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‘South Sudan’), a new refugee camp is being constructed in the northern part of Kenya. The site will be called Kalobeyey and is 

located about 25 km from Kakuma. The proposed camp will have capacity to host 80,000 people.  

 

Somalia 

The African Union (AU) claims that military forces defeated al Shabaab in of the capital city of Mogadishu, reports Voice of Ameri-

ca. The capital and its population of 1.5 million people had been controlled by al Shabaab up until last year, when the insurgents 

started to withdraw. While the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) credits strong military forces for expanding their con-

trol of the city, an al Shabaab spokesperson states it was a “strategic withdrawal”.  

 

Shabelle Media Network (SMN) reports that several al Shabaab fighters defected and surrendered to TFG troops in the Gedo region. 

The exact numbers of the former al Shabaab defectors has not been released and al Shabaab has also not commented on the incident.  

 

The Somalia Roadmap has been delayed due to lack of funding, according to Somali Prime Minister Dr Abdiweli Mohamed Ali 

Gaas, reports Garowe Online. The TFG has made great progress in establishing several agreements and working towards democra-

cy, but Gaas says money from the international community is needed in order to meet the upcoming August deadline for a new par-

liament.  

 

On 24 April, Garowe Online reports that the Somaliland government has passed a central banking law to facilitate foreign invest-

ments. The semi-autonomous region is trying to attract investors since the area might hold billions of barrels of oil. The new law 

will also allow banks to issue loans, a service the banks have not provided since before the collapse of the Somali government.  

 

Four members of the National Security Agency (NSA) raided the privately owned SIMBA radio station in Mogadishu on 28 April, 

reports the African Press Organization (APO). The head of the radio programme and staff members were at the station at the time of 

the attack. They were forced at gunpoint to leave the premises and some of the staff members were beaten. The National Union of 

Somali Journalists (NUSOJ) has condemned the attacks and calls for the NSA to take action against its four members, who are re-

sponsible for the attack.  

 

The Associate Press (AP) states that Lodewyk Pietersen, a South African security trainer, was killed on 27 April in the semi-

autonomous region of Puntland. The security trainer was working for Saracen International, a private security company hired to 

train anti-piracy forces in Puntland. Puntland maritime forces and Pietersen were on a government-approved mission when he was 

allegedly shot by his Somali bodyguard.   

 

Piracy 

Somali Mohammad Saaili Shibin was convicted in Norfolk, Virginia on 15 piracy-related charges and might face a life sentence, 

reports AP. He was the pirate hostage negotiator on-board the hijacked German tanker Marida Marguerite in 2010 and received at 

least USD 30,000 for his role. He was also involved in the US yacht Quest hijacking by Somali pirates in 2011, which resulted in the 

death of four Americans. Shibin’s attorney, James Broccoletti, expects to appeal and says that the case should have been prosecuted 

in Somalia. US Attorney Neil MacBride said the “verdict marks the conviction of the highest-ranking Somali pirate ever brought to 

the United States.”  

 

In an effort to better conceal their movements and to make themselves less suspicious, Somali pirates are switching back to the use 

of smaller cargo and fishing boats as motherships, according to Reuters. In the past, pirates had seized larger merchant vessels and 

used them as motherships. 

  

The Master of the hijacked MT Royal Grace, a United Arab Emirate (UAE)-owned tanker, informed the shipowner that one of the 

crewmembers died, states Somalia Report. The Master’s e-mail did not offer any more details on the cause of death. It is unclear if 

the incident actually occurred or if the pirates are attempting to place more pressure on the shipowner in order to expedite the nego-

tiation process. Somalia Report sources say that the alleged deceased crewmember is an Indian national, while diplomatic sources 

claim that he is Nigerian. The MT Royal Grace was hijacked on 02 March 2012 and since then, the pirates have dropped their ran-

som demand from USD 25 to USD 14 million for the release of the vessel and its crew.  

 

In related news, ransom demands of USD 2.85 million for the Malaysian-owned MV Albedo were not met by the 26 April deadline, 

reports AP. Families of the 22 hijacked crewmembers were trying to raise the ransom amount but still needed USD 1.5 million and 

requested an extension until May. The ship was hijacked in November 2010 in the Gulf of Aden. 
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Algeria 

Associated Press (AP) reports that Algerian security forces disrupted an attempted attack on two fuel tankers by the Movement for 

Oneness and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO), an alleged al Qaeda splinter group. According to the article, 20 members of the MU-

JAO were killed in the attack, which occurred near the border with Mali. This incident may delay the release of Algerian diplomats 

kidnapped by the group from Gao, Mali in early April.   

 

Libya 

Libya’s National Transitional Council (NTC) met on 29 April in the midst of a debate over the fate of the interim government head-

ed by Abdurrahim el-Keeb, reports AP. Both the NTC and interim government have been criticised for their handling of security, 

public funds and post-Gaddafi justice reforms. Last week, the NTC invoked a vote of no confidence in the interim government; how-

ever, there was no agreement on how to move forward with a new cabinet. NTC head Mustafa Abdul-Jalil said that they want to 

ensure the scheduled June election of the 200-member assembly moves ahead and was concerned that any changes in government 

“could obstruct the election” and delay the drafting of the new constitution. Libya’s interim prime minister, Abdurrahim el-Keeb, 

told Agence France-Presse (AFP) that the NTC is compromising the interim government’s ability to perform its duties. According to 

the article, failure to hold elections on the agreed timetable could “derail the revolution”.   

 

The NTC announced the passage of new legislation regulating the formation of political parties, says Tripoli Post. The new law 

states that “political parties and associations should not be built on the basis of region, tribal or religious affiliation”. Further, the 

government has banned any foreign financial contributions to NGOs or political parties. These regulations come ahead of the 19 

June general elections when 80 of the 200 seats will be contested by political groups; the remaining seats are reserved for independ-

ent candidates. According to Reuters, the new legislation on political parties caused some confusion among existing parties prepar-

ing to run in the June elections. Libya’s Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamic parties asked for further clarification from the gov-

ernment as to what constitutes a religious party. The Brotherhood suggests that such bans are not useful in societies that are predomi-

nately of one religion and might cause a public backlash. The NTC issued a clarification regarding its new electoral law indicating 

that the law does not ban religious parties but it prohibits political discrimination based on “religious, tribal or regional groups” and 

outlaws the creation of parties as extensions of foreign based political parties, reports Middle East Online. According to the article, 

the legislation is intended to curb political extremism. In related news, Libya’s High National Election Commission announced that 

the registration of voters and candidates will start 01 May, according to United Nations News Service. The UN Support Mission in 

Libya (UNSMIL) says the Libyan-led electoral process is moving quickly to ensure the first free elections in 40 years. UNSMIL 

emphasised the importance of voter registration to ensure all Libyans have the opportunity to “exercise their democratic rights”.   

 

AP reports that International Criminal Court (ICC) judges unanimously rejected Libya’s appeal to try Seif al-Islam, one of Moammar 

Gaddafi’s sons, in a Libyan court. Libyan authorities have thus far refused to release Seif to The Hague. According to the article, 

Seif is supposed to be sent to the ICC, after which Libyan authorities could apply to the court to try him on charges in Tripoli. Seif 

would then only be transferred if Libyan officials can convince the ICC judges that he would receive a fair trial in the country. 

Meanwhile, the Benghazi courthouse was the site of a bomb explosion on 27 April. NTC spokesman Mohammed al-Harizi, said in-

vestigations pertaining to the incident were on-going, citing the discovery of “slogans related to Gaddafi’s regime”. 

 

On 24 April, the Libyan Ministry of Interior announced that 70,000 ex-fighters in the Libyan revolution have been “absorbed” and 

now receive “orders and salaries” from the ministry, according to AFP. A select group of these new employees will receive special-

ised training. More than 2,200 men were sent to Jordan to receive police training as part of a January agreement between Jordan and 

Libya. Interior Deputy Minister Omar al-Khadrawi says the government is still determining how to conduct disarmament pro-

grammes, with an estimated 250,000 weapons held by civilians. 

 

Libya’s defence ministry says that more than 1,000 people from Egypt and other parts of Africa illegally cross its border each day in 

attempts to reach Europe, reports AFP. General Hamed al-Shalwy spoke to reporters, saying they “are trying their best” to patrol the 

vast coastline and desert border areas but they lack personnel and equipment. According to the article, they have 16,000 border con-

trol officers and a USD 1.2 billion budget to address border security, although they are awaiting the receipt of funds. Al-Shalwy sug-

gested that Libya needs outside assistance to combat illegal smuggling of weapons and persons, which impacts the greater region 

and beyond. In other news, Lebanese officials say they intercepted a shipment of weapons from Libya bound for a northern Leba-

nese port, reports Reuters. Three containers aboard the Sierra Leone-flagged Letfallah II contained rocket-propelled grenades and 

heavy calibre ammunition in boxes with Libyan markings. Libyan officials and the ship owner denied any knowledge of the weap-

ons contained in the shipment. 
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Mali 

Security experts say that the head of armed group Ansar Dine, Iyad Ag Ghali, is quickly becoming a powerful figure in northern 

Mali, reports AP. Ag Ghali is said to be currently affiliated with an al Qaeda “franchise” and previously with an Islamist fundamen-

talist movement in Saudi Arabia. His organisation is now vying for power against the Tuareg-led rebels. Iyad Ag Ghali’s presence 

also coincides with an increased presence of al Qaeda leaders in northern Mali. Ansar Dine militants are reportedly instituting com-

pulsory sharia law and conducting campaigns to “attack bars, non-religious art and figures and banning socialisation of men and 

women”, similar to tactics used by the Taliban in Afghanistan. Ag Ghali’s family are said to have been Tuaregs from Kidal; howev-

er, his allegiance to a particular group or tribe is unknown. He is described as a “manipulator” who follows money. In related news, 

Swiss hostage Beatrice Stockly was released by Ansar Dine to Swiss diplomats on 24 April. Stockly was abducted from her home in 

Timbuktu on 15 April. Ansar Dine says that no ransom was paid for the release. According to the article, several Western hostages 

are still being held by Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) in the region, a group known to demand ransom payments. For 

additional information on the situation in northern Mali, please read this week’s In Focus. 

 

Mali’s interim President Diouncounda Traore, announced the appointment of three military personnel to the positions of ministers 

for defence, international security and interior, reports BBC. A total of 24 ministers have been appointed by Traore and Prime Min-

ister Cheick Modibo Diarra; however, none of these positions are held by persons from the former government. 

 

AQIM is offering to release a British hostage abducted from Mali in November 2011, in exchange for the release of cleric Abu 

Qatada to “an Arab Spring country or one of his choosing”, reports BBC. Qatada who is a Palestinian-Jordanian national may be 

extradited to Jordan to face charges of plotting bomb attacks, pending the decision of the European Court of Human Rights. AQIM 

said there would be “consequences” if they did not consider their offer. 

 

Morocco 

Moroccan Prime Minster Abdelilah Benkirane held a cabinet meeting on 24 April hoping to end disputes among his cabinet minis-

ters, according to Magharebia. Disagreements among members of the governing coalition have recently gained media attention and 

reveal the many policy differences within Benkirane’s governing team. In other political news, Magharebia reports that the Moroc-

can Parliament is debating a new bill that would permit the Prime Minister to assume some governing powers currently reserved for 

King Mohammad VI. Many see the bill as a “revolution” of governance in Morocco. According to the article, the purpose of “the 

draft law is to separate the powers of the king and the powers of the prime minister in the appointment of senior government offi-

cials in public institutions and enterprises”. The power of appointments under the previous constitution was reserved solely for the 

king. 

 

Rachid Nini, editor of the country’s most popular daily newspaper, al Masse, was freed from prison on 28 April after serving one 

year of his penalty, reports AP. His imprisonment stems from his “vitriolic newspaper columns that attacked powerful members of 

society”. The June 2011 trial of Nini outraged Moroccan journalists as it was conducted under Moroccan criminal codes rather than 

the media law. His conviction was largely seen as an attack against freedom of expression in Morocco. 

 

Nigeria 

Nigerian security officials say the Taraba state police commissioner’s convoy was the target of a bomb attack that occurred near 

government buildings on 30 April, reports al Jazeera. According to a Reuters article, the attack on the commissioner was the latest 

in a string of bombings conducted by Boko Haram over the past five days in northern Nigeria. Christian worshipers were also tar-

geted in Kano and Maiduguri; these combined attacks have killed at least 30 people and injured dozens of others. Nigerian President 

Goodluck Jonathan is under pressure to bring stability and security to regions targeted by Boko Haram. In other security news, twin 

blasts at the offices of ThisDay newspapper in Abuja and Kaduna have killed at least six people, says al Jazeera. The suicide attacks 

conducted by Boko Haram on the popular ThisDay offices are the first coordinated attacks on a newspaper in the country, according 

to BBC. Journalists in Nigeria say they will not be deterred by the recent bombings, reports Vanguard. The bombing comes in retali-

ation for what Boko Haram calls inaccurate reporting of the group’s activities. However, ThisDay Executive Director Israel Iwegbu 

says they only published statements from Boko Haram spokespersons and “[they] have never gone out of the way to report anything 

against them whatsoever”. ThisDay issued an editorial the day following the bombing saying that “no amount of threat or intimida-

tion can weaken our resolve”. Members of the press are calling for additional protection from the government, saying that these at-

tacks demonstrate that anyone is vulnerable to Boko Haram violence.        

 

Tunisia 

Tunisian Prime Minister Hamadi Jebali informed the constitutional assembly that the country’s parliamentary elections would be 

held in spring 2013, says AP. The current assembly was elected in October 2011 to draft the country’s constitution and is led by a 

moderate Islamist party. 
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Egypt 

Representatives from the presidential campaigns of Hamdeen Sabbahi, Abdul Ezz al Hariry, and Hesham al Bastawisi met for the 

fourth time to determine a single revolutionary candidate for the upcoming presidential elections, reports MENA. According to the 

Associated Press (AP) Ahmed Shafiq, Mubarak’s prime minister during the 18-day uprising, was disqualified from the presidential 

elections on 24 April by the Supreme Presidential Electoral Commission based on a recent law that bans senior Mubarak-era offi-

cials who served in the past 10 years from running for office. However, the next day the electoral authorities reversed the decision, 

reports Reuters. Some analysts believe it was done to avoid appeals that could have delayed the elections. Ahmed Shafiq, an ex-air 

force commander, is seen as a favourite of the military and a strong presidential contender. 

 

Al Jazeera reports that the Muslim Brotherhood-led parliament has been demanding the formation of a new cabinet to replace the 

current military-appointed cabinet. In response to parliament’s suspension of sessions protesting the military appointed government, 

on 29 April, Egypt’s ruling military council promised to reshuffle the cabinet within 48 hours. Anger against the military resulted in 

clashes overnight on 28 April outside the Ministry of Defence. The Egyptian health ministry reported that the clashes occurred be-

tween Salafist protesters and residents of a Cairo neighbourhood. One person was killed and 119 people injured in the incident. 

 

Reuters reports that Egypt is trying to diffuse diplomatic tensions with Saudi Arabia that occurred as a result of Saudi Arabia’s arrest 

of Egyptian lawyer Ahmed el Gezawi on 17 April. Many believe Gezawi was arrested for insulting Saudi King Abdullah; however, 

the Saudi embassy says Gezawi was arrested for being in possession of more than 21,000 Xanax pills. Demonstrations have oc-

curred outside the Saudi embassy and on 28 April, Saudi Arabia removed its envoy to Egypt. According to Egypt Independent, ex-

perts estimate that Saudis own over USD 12 billion in investments in Egypt and 2 million Egyptians work in Saudi Arabia.  

 

According to Ibrahim Abdel Aziz, an expert and member of the Arab Federation of Forgery and Counterfeit Control (ARABFC), the 

Egyptian government identifies as many as 100 cases of forgery a month compared to 50 cases in 2010, reports al Masry al Youm. 

This increase is mainly attributed to the lack of security that followed the revolution. Aziz stated that most local currency counter-

feiters are Egyptians, while both Egyptians and African nationals counterfeit international currency. 

 

South Sudan 

South Sudanese President Salva Kiir cut short his five-day visit to China which 

began on 24 April, reports the Sudan Tribune. No reason was given for the 

shortened trip. The visit to China was intended to gather Chinese diplomatic 

and economic backing for South Sudan’s conflict with Sudan. Additionally, 

South Sudan was seeking financial assistance in constructing a new pipeline 

that would allow South Sudanese oil to be exported through Kenya rather than 

Sudan. Government spokesman Barnaba Marial Benjamin described the visit 

as a success and stated that China has agreed to loan South Sudan USD 8 bil-

lion for infrastructure development in the form of “roads, bridges, hydropower, 

agriculture and telecommunications projects”. The New York Times (NYT) 

reports that China also agreed to provide bank loans and humanitarian aid to 

the country, but would not commit to supporting the new pipeline. China cur-

rently imports about 4% of its oil needs from the Sudans. According to the 

NYT it is believed that, in an effort to remain impartial, China did not commit 

to South Sudan’s request for pipeline assistance. According to Bloomberg, Su-

dan’s Foreign Ministry said that South Sudan had expelled 154 Sudanese employees of oil-pipeline operator Petrodar Operating 

Company. 

 

Rwandan New Times reports that South Sudan’s application to join the East African Community (EAC) will be discussed as the 

Heads of State convene in Arusha, Tanzania on 28 April. If South Sudan meets the requirements, a negotiating team will be estab-

lished to discuss the criteria of joining the five-member EAC. At this time, there is a high probability that South Sudan will receive 

acceptance to the EAC.  

 

The Small Arms Survey (SAS) released a report on “Women and Armed Violence in South Sudan” which examines the 

“experiences and roles of women in armed violence; primarily as victims but also as instigators and peacemakers” since the signing 

of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) in 2005. The report finds that the targeting of women has become a “deliberate tactic 

designed to destroy communities”.   
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Salva Kiir and Hu Jintao  

at the Great Hall of the People in Bejing.  

Source: AP 
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Sudan 

The UN Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations, Herve Ladsous, called upon the signatories to the Doha Document 

for Peace in Darfur to live up to their commitments. Ladsous briefed the UN Security Council on 26 April with a 90-day progress 

report on Darfur. Radio Dabanga reports that the head of the Darfur Regional Authority, Tijani Sissi, has warned that a lack of fund-

ing by the Sudanese government to the Darfur Development Bank may lead to the collapse of the peace process. In the Amnesty 

International report titled “Sudan: No End to Violence in Darfur”, the organisation states that the “ongoing flow of new arms to Dar-

fur” is sustaining the conflict and that there has been a new wave of fighting between groups in the region over the last 12 months.  

 

AFP reports that Sudanese White Nile State Governor Yusuf al Shambali set 05 May as the deadline for 12,000 ethnic South Suda-

nese camped in the town of Kosti to leave the country. The South Sudanese have been awaiting transport via barges down the White 

Nile River to South Sudan. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) told AFP that they had enough funding to move 

7,000 people and they may receive the funding for the remaining 5,000. Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN) reports 

that South Sudanese living in Khartoum are increasingly fearful as growing tensions along the border result in higher incidences of 

intolerance and in some cases, attacks on churches.  

 

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) facilitated the repatriation of 13 prisoners of war to Khartoum after they were 

released by South Sudanese authorities. The ICRC provided the men with clothing, mosquito nets, soap, sleeping mats and shoes 

while they were in detention. The ICRC thanked Egypt for “its support for carrying out this operation”. The Telegraph reports that a 

British UN worker, a Norwegian, a South African and a South Sudanese working with de-mining charities were detained and ac-

cused of “militarily aiding” neighbouring South Sudan. Sudan claims the men were taken from the Heglig region in Sudan, however, 

Ashley Williams, CEO of Mechem, a South African de-mining company, stated that the “abductions took place well within South 

Sudan territory”. 

 

Conflict between South Sudan and Sudan 
In response to the recent clashes between South Sudan and Sudan over the Heglig oil field and nearby towns, the African Union 

(AU) called for the immediate cessation of all hostilities and urged both countries to resume negotiations to reach an agreement con-

cerning oil production and the status of the disputed border areas. The UN Security Council also demanded cessation of violence and 

said it will consider possible steps to take in order to prevent all-out war. A US-drafted resolution backs AU demands that South 

Sudan and Sudan halt hostilities in 48 hours, start talks within two weeks and complete a peace accord in three months, reports AFP. 

The resolution would give the UN Security Council the ability to “take appropriate additional measures” if the AU’s demands are 

not met. Reuters reports that Russia’s Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov told journalists that the resolution did not amount to a threat of 

sanctions. Sudan has rejected the Security Council’s involvement in the current border clashes due to a belief that there is a “hidden 

agenda”, reports AFP. The Sudan Tribune reports that South Sudan informed the UN on 29 April that it would remove its entire po-

lice force from the disputed Abyei region and that it accepted the AU’s demands for the two sides to immediately cease all hostili-

ties. 

 

Al Jazeera reports that Sudanese President Omar al Bashir declared a state of emergency on 29 April along the border with South 

Sudan. The declaration formalises the prohibition of trade across the border. Sudan’s First Vice-President Ali Osman Taha urged 

parliament to amend the emergency law in order to allow authorities to kill those who try to smuggle food across the border, reports 

the Sudan Tribune. It is believed that halting trade with South Sudan will further weaken South Sudan’s bargaining position. Al 

Jazeera reports that South Sudan is currently experiencing an economic crisis that is resulting in high food costs. The UK Depart-

ment for International Development (DFID) stated in a press release that International Development Minister Stephen O’Brien 

warned of a looming humanitarian crisis in South Sudan “with hundreds of thousands of people already facing hunger due to poor 

rain, insecurity and an influx of returnees from Sudan”. Escalating violence could cause half a million people to be in desperate need 

of food, water and basic healthcare. The UK stated that it will provide additional emergency support to 100,000 people facing severe 

food shortages in South Sudan. The IOM is providing water and hygiene kits to 700 displaced families, mostly women and children, 

who fled on-going military clashes between Sudan and South Sudan in the Abyei region. The aim is to prevent water borne diseases 

and the contamination of the local river. Reuters reports that the UN will open a new refugee camp in northern Kenya in anticipation 

of an influx of Sudanese and South Sudanese fleeing the conflict between their two countries (see ‘Horn of Africa’).  

 

Sudanese officials allege South Sudanese who occupied the disputed border region between Sudan and South Sudan intentionally 

damaged the Sudanese pipeline, reports AFP. South Sudan’s army counters the accusation and stated that Sudan had bombed the 

Heglig area “indiscriminately” which resulted in the damage to the pipeline. The Greater Nile Petroleum Operating Company 

(GNPOC), a joint operating company who oversees the pipeline, stated that it is trying to stop the spillage and assess the damage. 
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Governance 

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has called the situation in Syria “unacceptable”. The statement, issued by the Secretary-

General’s spokesperson, noted that Ban is “deeply troubled” by evidence that heavy weapons, military equipment and army person-

nel remain in population centres despite a requirement of the UN-brokered peace plan that all weapons and troops be pulled out of 

cities by 10 April. The statement further stipulates that the Syrian government “comply with its commitments without delay”. 

 

Major General Robert Mood of Norway was appointed head of the UN Supervision Mission in Syria (UNSMIS) by Secretary-

General Ban Ki-moon on 27 April, according to a UN press release. Major General Mood has previous experience as the Inspector 

General of Veterans Affairs for the Norwegian Armed Forces and as the Head of Mission and Chief of Staff of the UN Truce Super-

vision Organization (UNTSO). Major General Mood arrived in Damascus on Sunday, 29 April, amidst growing levels of violence, 

says Reuters. Upon his arrival in the capital, Mood told reporters “[w]e will be only 300, but we can make a difference” and called 

on “everyone” to assist the mission in the challenging task ahead. AFP further quotes Major General Mood saying, “[t]he observers 

can’t solve all problems in and of themselves […] all sides must stop violence and give the process a chance”.  

 

Syrian opposition activists have called on the UN to deploy UN observers to Syria without further delay, saying that the UN is 

“playing with Syrian lives” by dragging out the process, reports Reuters. The argument came in response to an announcement by UN 

peacekeeping chief Herve Ladsous that it would take another month to deploy the first 100 unarmed observers to Syria. An opposi-

tion resident from Hama province speaking about the UN observer mission stated, “[w]e want them if they really have means of 

pressuring the regime. But if they are just here to watch how we are being killed, we don’t want more watchers”.  

 

High Representative for the European Union (EU) for Foreign Affairs Catherine Ashton made a public statement condemning the 

continuing violence in Syria, stating that it is in violation of the UN-brokered ceasefire. Aston said, “It is clear that the Syrian gov-

ernment is not fulfilling its obligations and is failing to meet its commitments to withdraw its troops and heavy weapons from popu-

lation centres”. Ashton also called for an expeditious deployment of UN to Syria. 

 

Syria’s exiled Muslim Brotherhood has called on UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon to acknowledge that Damascus has failed to 

adhere to the ceasefire and urged the Secretary-General to suspend Syria’s UN membership until a transitional government is estab-

lished to represent the true aspirations of the Syrian people. “We ask Ban Ki-moon to announce that Assad’s government has failed 

to honour the peace plan and to declare the plan finished”, the statement said. 

 

NATO chief Anders Fogh Rasmussen, while noting Syria’s failure to adhere to the UN-brokered peace plan, said that the Alliance 

had no plans to intervene. “We believe the right way forward is to ensure a political, peaceful solution”, he was quoted as saying. 

 

Security 

On Friday, 27 April, protests were held across Syria prompting a crackdown by Syrian government forces that left three dead, says 

the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. One protester was killed in the village of Daf al-Shok in Damascus province, another in 

the Sakhur district of Aleppo and a child was killed in the city of Deir Ezzor.  

 

A deadly bomb blast killed 11 people and wounded 28 others in the Midan district of Damascus as worshippers were leaving weekly 

prayers on Friday, 27 April, reports state-run Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA). An Islamist group going by the name Al-Nusra 

Front has claimed responsibility for the attack and claims that the bomb was targeting Syrian security forces, reports AFP. A separate 

blast was said to have hit an industrial zone of Damascus, though there were no reported casualties. The regime of Syrian President 

Bashar al-Assad has blamed the attacks on “armed terrorist groups” and has condemned the attacks as breaking the UN-brokered 

ceasefire that went into effect on 12 April.   

 

Two Hungarians were reported kidnapped on Saturday, 28 April, in southeast Syria, according to a spokesman for Hungary’s Prime 

Minister. The Hungarians were working for a company with offices in Syria, says AFP. Foreign Ministry Spokesman Peter Szijjarto 

told Hungarian state news agency MTI that the two are alive and “[t]he foreign ministry, the Hungarian consulate in Damascus and 

the TEK (Hungary’s anti-terrorism centre) are working together day and night to ensure that the kidnapping will be resolved peace-

fully as soon as possible”. 

 

The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights reported 39 killed in violence across the country on Sunday, 29 April, with the majority 

killed in a small village in central Hama.  
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An activist in the city of Homs told Reuters that violence in the city has dropped sharply since the UN observer mission deployed 

two permanent observers to the city last week. He explained, “[t]here are still violations, but the shelling and mortar fire has 

stopped”. 

 

Humanitarian Affairs 

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) reported the 

death of a volunteer with the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) on 

the evening of 24 April. The volunteer, Mohammed al-Khadraa, 

was a first-aid responder in the city of Douma and was shot and 

killed in a vehicle clearly marked with the red crescent emblem, 

says the press release. According to the president of SARC, “[w]e 

are saddened and extremely shocked by the death of Mohammed al-

Khadraa”, adding that this is the third death of a SARC volunteer 

over the past eight months. Commissioner Kristalina Georgieva of 

the European Commission has condemned the killing, saying the 

Syrian government “must guarantee the safety of humanitarian aid 

workers and grant unfettered access to conflict zones within the 

country”. She further noted the value of the work of SARC and 

called on all parties to the conflict to respect the impartiality of aid 

workers risking their lives to bring much-needed assistance. 

 

The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) notes the growing number of unemployed across 

Syria in 2011 as compared to 2010. In a map showing rising unemployment, OCHA provides figures showing the highest jump in 

unemployment figures at a 222% increase in the Governorate of Ar-Raqqa as well as Homs (139%), Idlib (124%), Hama (80%), 

Aleppo (55%), Lattakia (22%) and Damascus (12%). 

 

The US Department of State’s Humanitarian Information Unit has released a map indicating the numbers and locations of people 

fleeing violence in Syria. The map provides details on the location of refugee camps as well as the distribution of refugees being 

hosted by communities in neighbouring countries. The map shows a heavy concentration of refugees being hosted by families in 

Lebanon and Jordan, while Turkey has established a number of government-run refugee camps along the border with Syria. A report 

released by UNHCR reports as of 26 April 2012 refugees statistics within the region. 
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(continued from page 1)  groups, says the Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN). IRIN conducted an interview with ex-

perts who suggest that any and all of these groups face internal divisions and factions. Further, the experts claim that the internation-

al jihadist-aligned Ansar Dine and the Movement for Unity and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO) have more power than MNLA at the 

moment. The fluidity of the situation is demonstrated by the conflicting media reports regarding which groups control the northern 

areas. Magharebia previously reported that AQIM and Islamist groups were going to appoint Algerian national and al Qaeda emir 

Yahya Abou al-Hammam (also known as Jemal Oukacha) as the new governor of Timbuktu. However, on 26 April AFP reported 

that the northern Mali city of Timbuktu is now divided and controlled in the east and south by 100 members of the newly-created 

National Liberation Front of Azawad (NLFA) and in the north and west by Ansar Dine and MLNA. The NLFA says they are de-

fending the region against separatist groups, and are calling for peace in Mali.  
 

Meanwhile, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) released an official statement from an emergency session 

held 26 April, confirming their intention to deploy troops to Mali. The decision was made in an attempt to assist Mali in “regain[ing] 

its unity and territorial integrity”. An estimated 3,000 ECOWAS standby troops are expected to be sent to Mali after troop and fi-

nancial contributions are secured, reports BBC. ECOWAS Chair, Ivorian President Alassane Outtara, said that the situation in Mali 

demanded a strong regional response to protect democracy and prevent the growth of “terrorism and international criminality” in the 

region. In related news, Mali’s military junta rejected a new regional plan by ECOWAS to extend the interim civilian government 

for 12 months, says Reuters. The original agreement between the junta and ECOWAS allowed for a 40-day interim civilian govern-

ment followed by elections at the end of May 2012. Coup leader Captain Amadou Sango said the 40-day agreement cannot be 

changed and that the new timeframe was developed without consulting junta leaders. According to the article, it is doubtful a credi-

ble election could be organised in the original timeframe and that political stability is now tenuous. The situation in Mali’s capital 

Bamako remains tense after an attempted counter-coup by forces loyal to former president Amadou Toumani Toure on 30 April, 

reports Reuters. Mali’s military junta delivered a televised statement claiming it remains in control of the country. In their statement, 

the military junta claimed “foreign supporters” had backed Monday’s counter-coup. 
 

On 30 April, Human Rights Watch issued a report on war crimes being committed in northern Mali, and called on all leaders to pro-

tect civilians and “ensure discipline over their fighters”. According to the report, abuses have been committed by all armed groups in 

northern Mali and by Malian government soldiers, with the vast majority occurring during the end of March and the first two weeks 

of April. Interviews conducted revealed crimes such as abduction and rape, recruitment and use of child soldiers, looting, cruel and 

inhumane punishments, danger from explosives and arbitrary detention. The report provides details from interviews with survivors, 

witnesses and family members. In response to the Human Rights Watch report, Ansar Dine spokesman Senda Ould Boumama told 

AP that the group denied cutting the hands or summarily executing thieves and they were unable to confirm specific cases of public 

flogging but said this was in line with attempts to impose sharia law. Human Rights Watch expert, Corrine Dufka, says there is a 

“dramatic increase” in sexual violence against women and girls that appears to be perpetrated largely by the Tuareg-led MNLA re-

bels. However, MNLA spokesman Oussa Ag Assarid denied these claims, suggesting the crimes were committed by other armed 

groups. Addressing human rights concerns, the International Criminal Court (ICC) released a statement saying they may open a 

commission to examine crimes such as “killings, abductions, rapes and conscription of children” committed by groups in northern 

Mali. Mali ratified the Rome Statute 16 August 2000 and therefore the ICC is able to examine the situation under Article 15 and 

53.1 of the international treaty. 
 

Beyond crime and human rights violations, OCHA reports that an estimated 270,000 people have been displaced in northern Mali 

since 17 January. Of these, more than 131,000 are registered in Mauritania, Burkina Faso and Niger and 30,000 are in Algeria. Hu-

manitarian agencies have extremely limited access to communities and displaced populations in northern Mali and at the same time, 

the northern area faces severe food insecurity. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) calls the situation in northern 

Mali “dire” as they are unable to access all areas in need of health care, food and water. Regional head of ICRC Jürg Eglin describes 

Mali as “unstable and complex”, further explaining that the ICRC needs the assurances of all armed groups that personnel would be 

protected as they deliver humanitarian assistance. Agencies continue to debate over how to ensure humanitarian access in insecure 

areas, including the use of armed guards and escorts and negotiations with armed groups, according to IRIN. Even prior to the esca-

lation of violence, aid organisations say northern Mali was a dangerous place to operate due to “kidnapping and banditry”. While 

tens of thousands of people are now at risk of starvation without humanitarian assistance in the country, organisations are grappling 

with security measures, but there remain concerns that the aid could also “contribute to a war economy”. 
 

In the greater Sahel region, an estimated 15 million people are affected by food insecurity, 3.5 million of those are Malian. Aid 

agencies are concerned that Malian internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees are living in drought-affected locations. Hu-

manitarian agencies are seeking one billion dollars to meet the needs of nearly 15 million people located in the Sahel who face food 

insecurity and a potential humanitarian crisis, reports Voice of America (VOA). The money requested is intended to meet emergency 

needs, but also to create resiliency measures across the Sahel in an effort to address recurrent food crises. UN Secretary General Ban 

Ki-moon warns that the situation in the Sahel region is a “cascading crisis” that needs immediate response from the international 

community .            
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